Based on the Theodorsen's Theory of the aerodynamic forces on wing-aileron, the Scanlan's Theory is expanded considering a deck-flap system. It is suggested that a new forced vibration method can acquire aerodynamic derivatives of this deck-flap system theoretically. After obtaining the wind induced forces, a deck-flap equation of motion in time domain is established to investigate its control law. Numerical simulation results indicate suboptimal control law of the deck-flap system can suppress the flutter effectively, and the flutter speed can be increased for desirable purpose.
Introduction
Flutter is a self-excited motion, which eventually leads to catastrophic damage in bridge structures. Nowadays, with more and more long-span bridges to emerge, finding ways to suppress flutter and increase stability can tackle severe wind-induced problems. Adding stiffness of a girder, application of mechanical dampers are common ways to improve a bridge aerodynamic property. Using active control is a new way to solve these problems.
Some researchers tried to put flaps away from deck in order to omit interference of aerodynamic forces between deck and flaps and can easily apply Theodorsen's Theory of aerodynamic forces [1] . However, this interference cannot be omitted and can improve aerodynamic property in a way [2] [3] .
In this paper, the active control system composes of a deck and flaps symme- Scanlan's Theory, the two dimensional equation of motion can be expressed as:
where m = mass of the system, I = moment of inertia of the system, h c , c α = damping of vertical and torsional motion respectively, h k , k α = stiffness of vertical and torsional motion respectively, L, M = total lift and moment respec- The motion-induced forces of the deck can be expressed as:
where ρ = air density, U = wind velocity, B = deck width, h, α = vertical and tor-
i i H A i = = aerodynamic derivatives of the deck.
The aerodynamic flaps can be driven on both sides. Figure 1 shows that when flutter of the system is detected, the trailing flap is motivated and the leading flap is locked along with the deck. In this way, Theodorsen's Theory on wing-aileron forces can be applied [4] .
where β = torsional displacement of trailing flap, 
where , ( 1, 2,3, 4) Using the same way in the regular forced vibration method, the new derivatives can be acquired from:
And their relations can be put as:
As seen from above, it needs only a few tests to figure out a statically indeterminate matrix for solving the aerodynamic derivatives. Thus, inserting Equations (2) and (3) into Equation (1), and transforming it into Laplace domain with zero initial conditions gives:
where
A common way to transform wind induced forces into time domain is a rational function approximation by Roger [5] . The details can be found in any aeronautical textbook. Each coefficient ij Q can be expressed as:
Combined with aerodynamic derivatives acquired from forced vibration method, each coefficient can be obtained through the rational function approximation.
Feedback Control
Equation of motion can be rewritten as: In order to study control law for stabilization, the equation of motion can be put in the state space form:
x Ax Bu y Cx
where,
Optimal output control is a mature way [3] [6], but it needs all the state vector to be measured, which isn't easy in the deck-flap system. On the other hand, suboptimal output control can be exerted through only a few state vector. It's more reliable in wind tunnel experiments [7] . Suppose that the control is generated via output linear feedback gains:
where con K = feedback gain matrix to be determined.
To solve the suboptimal output control problem is to figure out a optimization of the averaged performance index: 0
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Inserting the output equation from the state space form and performing a simple mathematical operation yields
It appears that con K is the solution of three equations: 
Numerical Simulation

Conclusions
The modeling of deck-flap system is studied in this paper. aerodynamic derivatives of the deck-flap system with only a few wind tunnel tests. But its accuracy need to be checked.
The numerical simulation shows that the aerodynamic flaps can suppress flutter on desired wind speed. Although feedback gain from the optimal control effectively stabilize the system in high wind speed, its state vector is not that easy to track. The suboptimal control can greatly suppress the vibration and relies on a few state vector parameters.
